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ENSURE YOUR ASSETS ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO

MAKE INCOME
In his fun and informative second work, Cover Your A$$ets: Asset Management
at Your Place and at Your Pace, John Ross breaks down the concept of asset
management into relevant working elements. With ample space to jot down your
thoughts and own experiences, this work is like Mad Libs™ for anyone wanting to implement Asset
Management. In the end, readers can review, edit, compile, and pull together their own recorded thoughts and
ideas to form a very obtainable vision for the future.
There are many technical references on asset management, but what is truly needed in the field is a step-bystep process for taking care of the assets and equipment that makes the company profitable. By reading this
guide, users will feel as if they are personally working with a seasoned, experienced asset management
professional to put together a customized strategy for how asset management could and should be implemented
at their own location.
FEATURES



Focuses on physical industrial assets (manufacturing, service, and facilities) and creating an asset
management strategy to help generate revenue.



Reviews the ISO 55000 standards and explains how to implement them with your personal asset
management strategy in mind.



Takes a deep dive into designing equipment for optimum maintainability and reliability.



Includes a section on Bill of Materials and Spare Parts, two topics that are often misunderstood.



Each chapter ends with a review of the main points. The synopses will form segments of your overarching
approach to asset management.
— more —
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